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The Mechanized Duelist. Chapter 2- Cyber Dragon vs Ancient Gear "Man is there anybody open for a duel." Naruto
asked himself as he wandered through Domino City.

Meet Naruto Uzumaki, tech genius, duelist extraordinaire, and former rival to Seto Kaiba. Entering Battle
City, will let everyone know the power of machines. Fiction T - English - S. Welcome to my first successful
attempt at a Naruto and Yugioh Crossover. The Mechanized Duelist Chapter 1- Enter the Genius Seto Kaiba
was a busy man, well teen, having a company to look after, planning the biggest Duel Monsters tournament in
history, and planning to win all three Egyptian God Cards in the tournament. He also saw it as a chance to
defeat his rival, Yugi Muto. Before he could do that, he knew he had to defeat one person; his first rival and
friend. Walking up to a small warehouse at the Domino City docks, briefcase in hand, Kaiba knocked on the
door. After he did, a security camera moved to look at him. Meanwhile inside said warehouse, a blonde male
teen is seen tinkering with a small black device with orange accents. The teen was around cm in height, and
has deep blue eyes. Three whisker like birthmarks perfectly symmetrical on each cheek. Wearing nothing but
a simple black t-shirt and a pair of orange pants; along with a black headband keeping his spiky hair from his
eye. What stood out from the teen, was his right arm. His arm was gone and replaced by a orange and black
robotic arm. He set the small device down and stood up from his work bench. He then placed it on his left
wrist. They only came out yesterday! Yours is impressive actually, but not much. I came to give you these.
Time to finish this! Wearing a pair of orange pants and black boots, over his pants and boots, he wears a black
uniform jacket with an orange zipper and buttons on the waist and sleeves. Over his shirt, is a red coat with a
black flame pattern along the bottom. Placing his palm up, showed a small lense on the center of his palm. Out
of the lens, popped out a small blue light. From the light, a small holographic woman appeared. A woman
looking to be about nineteen or twenty appeared. Having sandy blonde hair tied in four pigtails with teal eyes.
Wearing a short-sleeved, black kimono that reaches down to her legs, with slits along the side and a revealing
neckline. While she retains a red sash tied around her waist, she now sports fingerless black gloves and wears
a black headband. I or Temari as the blonde inventor calls her. Suddenly, his robotic arm smacked him in the
face. Now finish getting ready" Temari said as the blonde sighed and walked to his workbench. He put on his
duel disk, and put on a headpiece on the right side of his face. Later in downtown Domino City, our blonde
robotic armed protagonist is walking past duelist fighting against one another. No duelist really grabbing his
attention for an opponent. Maybe I should have waited after the tournament to make it? He then activated it
and causing the blade of the disk to come out. If you win, you get my rarest card and my locator card. If I win,
I get your locator card and duel disk. On his side of the field, a large purple dragon like dinosaur with two
heads and a pair of wings roared as it faced the blonde. Then a large serpent like mechanized dragon appeared
in front of the blonde duelist. It then released a green beam of energy at the dinosaur. My dino has way more
attack points than your piece of scrap metal! The dinosaur duelist was shocked to see that his dinosaur was
destroyed and his life points dropped. All your attack position monsters are changed to face down defense
position. When it hit, the monster was switched from face up attack position. When I control a Cyber Dragon,
I can target one card you control; and destroy it. And I chose your swords! I-I end my turn. So say goodbye to
my Cyber Dragons. Thanks to my Prime Material Dragon, I gain the would be damage as life points. I set a
monster and I end my turn. I activate the spell card known as Limiter Removal! This doubles the attack points
of all machine monsters I control! The card revealed itself to be a black dragon carrying an orange and black
spiked egg. Now finish off his life points! I just really need to stop being overconfident. I hope you all like this
chapter, and the archetype I gave Naruto. And I hope this will keep you guys satisfied for now, until I have
time to update my other stories. If you all have any suggestions, leave a review or PM me.
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The Mechanized Duelist Chapter 1- Enter the Genius Seto Kaiba was a busy man, well teen, having a company to look
after, planning the biggest Duel Monsters tournament in history, and planning to win all three Egyptian God Cards in the
tournament.

Armament[ edit ] The basic M armored personnel carrier can be fitted with a number of weapon systems. The
most common weapon fit is a single. A number of anti-tank weapons could be fitted to the standard variant: In
the case of the M47, the system mated to the existing machine gun mount, without having to remove the
machine gun. This allowed the commander to use both weapons. Armor[ edit ] The M is built of
aircraft-quality aluminum alloy. The MA3 was designed to provide protection against 7. In comparison, a
modern APC such as the Stryker has an all-around 7. This allows the vehicle to carry a large payload
cross-country and to be transported by fixed- and rotary-wing aircraft. Original production Ms can swim
without deploying flotation curtains, using only a front-mounted trim vane; they are propelled in the water by
their tracks. Vietnam[ edit ] A combined arms operation in Vietnam. Ms clear the way through heavy bush
while infantry follows. In addition, armored cavalry squadrons in Vietnam consisted largely of Ms, after
replacing the intended M in a variety of roles, and armor battalions contained Ms within their headquarters
companies, such as the maintenance section, medical section, vehicle recovery section, mortar section, and the
scout reconnaissance section. Army armor unit deployed to Vietnam. It was the only independent armor
company in the history of the U. The mortar platoon often operated with Brigade infantry units to provide
indirect fire support. It also deployed at times as a dismounted infantry unit. The remaining SPATS platoon
was reequipped with Ms in late and the mortar platoon was deactivated in early It also standardized in late
with three machine guns per track, one M2. The company conducted search and destroy missions, road and
firebase security. The enemy took a much greater loss. This formation gave vehicles optimal all-round
firepower in the event of an ambush in a restricted area. The Ms were instrumental in conducting
Reconnaissance in force RIFs , search and destroy missions, and large invasions incursions such as the U.
While operating with cavalry and armor units, the Ms often worked in conjunction with U. M48 Patton and M
Sheridan tanks. During the Vietnam War, U. Army gun trucks , along with V armored cars, conducted convoy
escorts for military traffic. The Australian Army also used the M in Vietnam. After initial experiences showed
that the crew commander was too vulnerable to fire, the Australians tried a number of different gun shields
and turrets, eventually standardizing with the Cadillac-Cage T turret fitted with two. Other turrets were tried as
were various gun shields, the main design of which was similar to the gun shield used on the U. This has now
also been removed from service. Subsequent to Vietnam all Australian M troop carriers were fitted with the
T50 turret. The FSV was eventually phased out and replaced with a modernized version known as an "MRV"
medium reconnaissance vehicle. Israel[ edit ] The Israel Defense Forces are the second largest user of the M
after the United States, with over of the vehicles in service. In Israel started to receive the better armored MA1
to replace the antiquated half-tracks. They proved inadequate for direct fighting due to their poor armor
protection. In the Lebanon War , they saw heavy action. Israeli infantrymen being ferried by Ms learned to
quickly dismount and fight on foot when engaged. This became known in Israel as the "APC disaster. As a
result, the IDF faced calls from the Israeli public to build more Namer APCs over the next decade and to
gradually reduce the number of Ms used in its future combat operations. The IDF has nonetheless been unable
to replace the use of them in combat operations, due to budget constraints in equipping its large mechanized
infantry regiments. Israel is also prototyping the Eitan Hebrew for steadfast , an eight-wheeled armored
fighting vehicle to replace their Ms. Designed to serve alongside the tracked Namer, the Eitan is planned to be
cheaper and lighter, at 35 tons, incorporating an active protection system and a turret. They are expected to
begin replacing the M starting in
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The Mech Dragon in Dragon Story is a two-element Dragon that was released into the game. It was discovered in
November 8, and was released officially into the game on November 8, This dragon is a Metal/Green/Red type dragon
only showing one element symbol.

Note that the sight unit is sometimes called a "tracker. The infrared receiver consists of an objective lens
assembly, graded filter, infrared detector, and nutator mirror. The firing mechanism, control system, and
guidance system are the same as those on the daysight. The nightsight is larger and heavier than the daysight.
The nightsight converts heat emissions infrared energy from a target area into electrical signals, then to visible
light. This enables the nightsight to display a real-time scene. Objects warmer than the ambient surrounding
temperature appear in shades of red; cooler objects appear black. These batteries and cooling bottles have a
life of 2 hours. The tracker mount provides the electrical connection between the round and tracker. A remote
firing mechanism is located on the right rear side of the cradle for easy access by the gunner. The azimuth and
elevation damper assemblies reduce vibration and provide a firm but steady tracking action. When the M
mount is installed on the M3 or M machine gun tripods, the gunner can use a modified sitting or standing
supported position. Sitting position Position of round on shoulder Standing supported position M3 position left
and M tripod position right FIRING To fire the Dragon, the antiarmor specialist looks through the sight and
puts the crosshairs on the target. He keeps the crosshairs on the target and fires. As the missile leaves the
launch tube, the infrared flares begin to operate, and the command-link wire is dispensed from the missile. The
missile fins fold out and lock into place. The safety and arming device sequence is completed after the missile
has traveled about 71 yards 65 m. It sends electronic position information to the missile through the
command-link wire. Based on information received from the sight, the missile generates commands to correct
its position. The gunner keeps the cross hairs on the selected aiming point until impact. To fire a second round,
the gunner releases the spring clip at the rear left side of the sight support assembly, slides the sight forward,
and lifts it clear of the support. The gunner expends or destroys and discards the round in accordance with unit
SOP. The gunner either prepares another round or he secures the sight and any extra rounds and prepares to
displace on order. This area is divided into two zones: Within this area, the blast, flame, and flying debris
could cause deaths or serious casualties, so personnel must avoid this zone. The caution zone extends an
additional 66 feet 20 m to the rear and 98 feet 30 m to the flanks of the danger zone. Personnel should try to
avoid this area as well. To protect their eyes from flying debris, they must face away from the rear of the
Dragon. To protect their ears from the blast and overpressure, they must wear earplugs. Few areas in the inner
city permit fires much beyond the minimum arming distance. Ground-level long-range fires down streets or
rail lines and across parks or plazas are possible. Dragon penetration against structural materials.
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Obtaining The Mech Dragon is a limited-time Arena-Prize Dragon which is obtained if the Trainer finishes in the Top 5 of
the Dragonscale League 1 at the end of a Dragon League iteration, whenever this Dragon is made available on rotation
approximately once every two months.

Minifigures The Green Ninja, aka Lloyd, has a new black and green outfit with some printing going across the
chest spelling out the word Ninja. He has a double-sided head with one side being an angry expression and the
other a confused one. His accessory is a sword with a pearl-gold chain tassel which I like. Master Wu has a
new white robe with printing of the fasteners going down the middle. He also has a cloth skirt piece with
similiar printing. He only has a single-sided head with a stern look. The white beard piece is the same one as
before. One thing that is new, however, is the tan straw hat with an updated design. Garmadon, like with his
previous versions, has two torsos, one of which has printing of his armor while the other has printing of his
ribs. Garmadon has an evil expression and he wears a large helmet. His accessories include two swords and a
laser pointer keychain. Finally we have Charlie who we assume works for Garmadon. The printing of the torso
and legs are of a tactical suit. The outfit is not the same as the one seen as my previous review of the Ninjago
City Chase which has some slight differences. His accessory is a fish spear that uses a light-blue fish piece.
Build The only build is this set is the Mech Dragon and I will say that it looks fantastic. Obviously, this set is a
huge upgrade and there are many reasons why. The whole dragon comes in a sand green color and has a very
organic feel to it when you look at it from afar. Since it is a mech, there are some areas where it looks fairly
rigid but it still looks great nonetheless. For the head is probably my favorite part of the dragon. It is attached
to the neck using a ratchet joint and it can turn to many positions that make it come alive. The eyes are
actually a trans-green minifigure head that is in a bowl. The mouth is able to open very wide and it also has a
tongue that is made from a flag piece. The neck area has a cockpit for the Green Ninja to control. The panel is
a sticker however the trans-green screen is a printed piece. The whole neck is on hinged ratchet joints and it
can look up fairly high. Going down the back of the Mech Dragon are some black fin pieces for its spikes. In
the middle of the body are a couple of hidden thrusters that are able to pop out during flight mode. The panels
that open up has a large sticker on it. Both the front and hind legs are on ratchet joints while there are ball
joints at the ankles. Using this combination of parts give the Mech Dragon a lot of poseability which I really
appreciate. You can get it into a normal standing pose to a crawling one with ease. The front legs have a
couple of stud shooters as well. The section behind the body and in front of the hind legs is connected by a
Technic pin and it has some swivel in that area but not much. The tail sections have a lot of playability as it
has a wheel turning function to make it whip around. As I mentioned before, the organic look of it combined
with all the sand green and pearl-gold parts is what makes this dragon stand out from other Ninjago dragons
that LEGO has made. The price point is spot-on and it is worth picking up even at normal price.
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Good news comrades! The R&D battalion attached to the approaching 1st Mechanized Migrant Caravan Division has
hired the famous Native American shaman, Elizabeth Warren, to summon into our world a fire-breathing dragon.

It was formed June 20, from the Capital Security Command. It later participated in the Battle of Pusan
Perimeter. Kigye fell back under South Korean control on September 22, According to the message, the ROK
3rd Division was to cross the 38th Parallel and proceed to Wonsan as soon as possible. The next day the
division crossed the parallel and advanced up the east coast. The Capital Division followed. The Tigers were
considered uncanny for their ability to search territory and smoke out enemy soldiers and weapons[ citation
needed ]. They would plan operations meticulously and sometimes even rehearse it beforehand. The soldiers
would seal off a relatively small area, no more than 9 or 10 square kilometers. Troops would be brought in by
air and land, but would arrive at the same time to maximize the chokehold. Slowly but surely the cordon
would be tightened, and everyone and everything would be searched. Civilians were separated and
interrogated, routinely offered rewards if they cooperated. It was not unusual for an area to be searched three
or four times by different platoons. To prevent enemy breakouts, the Koreans had special reaction forces that
could plug holes in the perimeter. Peers considered the Koreans the best at these so-called "cordon and search
operations. Significant operations and actions involving the Division include: Army manual on Korean
participation in Vietnam states that "[a]n analysis of the action clearly illustrates the Korean technique. After
contact with an enemy force During this operation, on 25 October, the eighteenth anniversary of the Division,
with the ROK claiming of the enemy were killed without the loss of a single Korean soldier. Chae
Myung-shin Sep Sep Maj. Chung Sun-min Oct Nov Maj.
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Mecha Dragon (named Mech Dragon in the game) is the penultimate boss from the "Recover the new parts!" course.
course. At first it only attacks by releasing flames, but after losing half of its energy, it will also release longer flame
streams and spit eggs that contain smaller versions of itself.

Meet Naruto Uzumaki, tech genius, duelist extraordinaire, and former rival to Seto Kaiba. Entering Battle
City, will let everyone know the power of machines. Fiction T - English - S. Welcome to the second chapter of
The Mechanized Duelist! The man having a brown knight on his side of the field while the boy has no
monsters or face downs. I hope you have a plan! The child letting out a shout as his life points dropped to
zero. And a weak little Kuriboh monster!? I have no such need for such a weak monster. This was too much
for the boy as he ran away with tears in his eyes, his monster card long forgotten on the floor. I bet my rarest
card and my two locator cards against yours! Now that I have one gear on my field, I can summon a second
one from my hand! My master desires cards to assist him in his conquest, and the one you see as your big
brother has those cards hidden away. A monster with no attack points! Now attack his pathetic machine! Yet
again, his golem pulled back his fist and punched the dragon. I activate the spell card Evolution Burst!
Fortress Dragon, destroy him! This changes the battle position of all face up monsters! This negates all trap
effects on the field, making your card useless. Naruto said nothing as he took them and then turned around, "I
have to find Konohamaru. He has a knack for finding trouble. A half hour later, the blonde is panting and
sitting on the ground. As he passed an alley, he noticed more people with the same robes. Only to stop when
he saw something that made his blood run cold. Master Marik will be pleased with our work. As the man
turned around to face the blonde, Naruto headbutted him and the uppercutted him with his mechanical arm.
The blonde dodged a blow from a third man and grabbed the offending arm. The robbed man was unprepared
when the blonde judo flipped him. For the last man, Naruto simply grabbed him. Before more of them come!
Well everybody, I hope you all like the second chapter of my Yu-Gi-Oh! Any ideas for my story, leave a
review. This has been Noctis Night and I will see you all later. Cards Gained So Far: Your review has been
posted.
Chapter 7 : Mestophales Mech Dragon
Ride the Green Ninja Mech Dragon into battle against The Green Ninja's evil father Garmadon! With wise Wu to guide
you, pop out the mech dragon's hidden thrusters and power towards the enemy. Fire the leg-mounted stud shooters and
activate the swishing tail to send Charlie flying. Then grab The.

Chapter 8 : Zavok (Sonic Lost World) | Sonic News Network | FANDOM powered by Wikia
Description []. The Dragon is a heavy BattleMech originally designed in a bid to replace the Shadow Hawk.A close
assault 'Mech, its versatile design allows it to be used in both offensive and defensive operations.

Chapter 9 : Mechanized Artillery | Forge of Empires Wiki | FANDOM powered by Wikia
The Mech Dragon's design is based upon the Wild Dragon's, although there are differences between the two. The Mech
Dragon was the th dragon to be released. The name Mech Dragon may be derived from "mecha", a synonym of robot.
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